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Abstract Dynamic spectrum management (DSM) tech-
niques mitigate crosstalk in digital subscriber line (DSL)
networks by adapting the transmit spectra to the actual
noise and channel conditions. Conventional DSM schemes
are designed based on single-objective optimization, either
belonging to the rate-adaptive or margin-adaptive category.
In this paper, an efficient crosstalk-aware DSM (CA-DSM)
algorithm which jointly considers both the data rate and
power is proposed to search for the best rate-power tradeoff
solution based on the network conditions. The crosstalk-
aware power strategy prevents transmitters which contribute
excessive crosstalk from being allocated high power, thereby
reducing the aggregate crosstalk noise in the system. A con-
vex cost function is used to formulate the DSM optimization
problem wherein two coefficients are introduced to make the
CA-DSMalgorithmadaptive to different network conditions.
An iterative power update strategy is proposed for the CA-
DSM algorithm to minimize the cost function. Convergence
properties of the CA-DSM algorithm along with existence
and uniqueness of optimal power solutions are examined ana-
lytically and illustrated graphically. Simulation results show
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that the proposed CA-DSM algorithm can provide a signif-
icantly better rate-power tradeoff performance compared to
existing spectrum management schemes.
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1 Introduction

The performance of digital subscriber line (DSL) systems
is severely constrained by crosstalk due to the electromag-
netic coupling among the multiple twisted pairs making up
a copper cable bundle. In order to alleviate performance
degradation arising from crosstalk, DSL systems adopt static
spectrum management (SSM) techniques which employ
identical power spectral masks for all DSL transmitters [1].
Nevertheless, conventional SSM techniques [2] are designed
under the assumption of worst-case crosstalk scenarios,
hence resulting in overly conservative DSL deployments
[3]. A new paradigm for DSL system design is to imple-
ment dynamic spectrum management (DSM) [4] which has
been envisioned as an enabling technology for crosstalk
mitigation. The DSM approach overcomes the problem
encountered by SSM through a mechanism of altering the
spectrum of each modem to match the specific DSL net-
work topology. These spectra are adapted according to the
direct channel gains and crosstalk received by different
modems.

In general, there are three levels of DSM: DSM level 1
independently performs spectrum balancing for individual
line to mitigate crosstalk; DSL level 2 jointly performs spec-
trum balancing across multiple lines to mitigate crosstalk;
and DSL level 3 performs signal-level coordination (using
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vectoring schemes) to remove crosstalk. A detailed survey of
DSM levels 1 and 2 is provided in [5] while survey of DSM
level 3 can be found in [6]. In this work, our focus is on DSM
level 2 where optimization of the transmit spectra among
multiple users is performed to reduce the aggregate crosstalk
noise in the DSL network. Thus far, most research efforts
on DSM design have been centered around data rate maxi-
mization (i.e., rate-adaptive DSM [5]), with little emphasis
on the design objective of power minimization (i.e., margin-
adaptive [5]), except to fulfill the power spectral density
(PSD) constraints defined by DSL standards.

One of the earliest DSM algorithms is the Iterative Water-
Filling (IWF) algorithm [7], which is a distributed DSM
scheme where users autonomously and selfishly maximize
their own data rate. Undeniably, the IWF algorithm achieves
substantial rate improvements over SSM schemes; however,
inmany situations, the IWF-basedDSM leads to sub-optimal
bit-rate performance due to poor spectral efficiency [8].
Two similar schemes which attempt to enhance the perfor-
mance of IWF are Band Preference Spectrum Management
(BPSM) [9] and Iterative Power Pricing (IPP) [10], both of
which apply the general IWF algorithm, except that they
formulate the optimization problem differently. The BPSM
is designed to maximize the achievable data rate while the
IPP is tasked to achieve a target rate subject to the mini-
mal power constraints.Another algorithmknownasSelective
IWF (SIW) [11] addresses the performance degradation of
the IWF algorithm caused by under-utilized high-frequency
bands of near users in the presence of far users. Thus, the
SIW algorithm selectively applies IWF to users in under-
utilized frequency bands until all users have consumed their
total power. Although the SIW approach outperforms the
IWF, its bit-rate performance remains sub-optimal. In addi-
tion, an enhanced IWF algorithm is proposed in [12] recently
to address the near-far problem in very-high-bit-rate DSL
(VDSL) upstream by backing off power from subcarriers
of near-end users causing the worst degradation on the bit
rates of far-end users. In [13], the authors studied real-time
spectrum coordination based on bi-coordinate ascent meth-
ods with provable convergence properties to improve bit-rate
performance.

Recently, the DSM optimization problem has been solved
using dual-decomposition based algorithms, which can
achieve optimal or near-optimal performance. A centralized
algorithmknownasOptimal SpectrumBalancing (OSB) [14]
is developed to maximize the weighted sum rate across all
users. Based on dual decomposition, maximization is per-
formed to obtain optimal power solutions for each user on
every tone by exhaustive search. While the OSB scheme
achieves optimal performance, it is not computationally
tractable for cases with large numbers of users. To reduce
its computational complexity, a similar centralized algo-
rithm known as Grouping Spectrum Management (GSM)

[15] is introduced. This scheme partitions DSL users into
different clusters based on their loop lengths and calcu-
lates a reference length for each cluster, over which the
GSM applies the OSB scheme. This method is capable of
tremendously reducing the complexity of the OSB at the
cost of marginal performance degradation in terms of total
bit rate. Besides, a low-complexity algorithm [16] based
on dual-decomposition approach is developed for both lin-
ear and non-linear precoding-based DSM that maximizes
the weighted sum-rate subject to the per-line total power
and per-tone PSD mask constraints. Other rate-adaptive
DSM schemes are discussed in [5] and the references
therein.

Energy-efficient DSM is a recent prevalent topic in the
DSL community, mainly motivated by the global trend to
enable green communications in broadband access networks
for reducing carbon footprint. To achieve this goal, inter-
national standard bodies together with researchers from
industry and academia are entrusted to develop energy-
efficient techniques within the scope of their activities in
DSL systems while preserving the quality of DSL ser-
vices. In [7], an iterative DSM algorithm is proposed to
minimize the sum power for each user in a distributed man-
ner. The DSM problem is modeled using non-cooperative
game theory which leads to a near-optimal power solution
known as Nash equilibrium. In [17–19], an iterative geomet-
ric programming approximation is employed to minimize
the weighted aggregate transmit power (ATP) of multiuser
DSL systems. Furthermore, a band-preferencemethod is pro-
posed in [20] to reduce power consumption and improve
network stability, which influences spectrum usage through
band preference factors that subtly modify the bit-loading
algorithm of DSL modems. Besides, a power back-off pro-
cedure is adopted in [21] to minimize the ATP and improve
the robustness of DSM against channel and noise variations.
The work in [22] describes an algorithm that selects suit-
able upstream power back-off parameters for vectored and
non-vectored lines, leading to a much lower computation
requirements compared to the OSB scheme, but the achiev-
able rates are very close to the OSB theoretical limits. Other
margin-adaptive DSM schemes are presented in [5] and the
references therein.

To date, most of the DSM schemes are designed based
on single-objective optimization [23], which are either rate-
adaptive or margin-adaptive. However, these DSM schemes
may not be beneficial to DSL service providers with network
objectives based on data usage or traffic trends. For example,
during off-peak traffic hours, rate-adaptive DSM schemes
may maximize data rate unnecessarily, leading to power
wastage.On the other hand, duringdata-heavyhours,margin-
adaptive DSM schemes may minimize power consumption
excessively, resulting in increased delays and packet loss
rates. Since power consumption minimization and data rate
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maximization are two conflicting optimization objectives,
it is essential to formulate a flexible multi-objective opti-
mization function to control the tradeoff between these two
contradictory goals [23]. In fact, both power and data rate
are highly correlated with crosstalk [24], i.e., crosstalk noise
increases linearly with power consumption while data rate
degrades logarithmically with respect to crosstalk noise [7].
Therefore, a joint optimization of power and data rate can be
performed effectively if the aggregate crosstalk noise in the
DSL network is managed cautiously.

In this paper, an efficient DSM technique known as
crosstalk-aware DSM (CA-DSM) algorithm is proposed to
obtain the best rate-power tradeoff solution based on the
downstream traffic conditions. This DSM scheme consid-
ers both power and data rate in a joint convex cost function
defined with two adjustable coefficients. These coefficients
play an essential role to make the CA-DSM scheme adaptive
by placing different levels of emphasis on power consump-
tion and data rate achievement. By adjusting the values
of these coefficients, different network objectives (based
on traffic conditions) can be achieved. Besides, the influ-
ence of crosstalk is also captured in the proposed cost
function whereby DSL transmitters which contribute exces-
sive crosstalk noise to the system will be penalized. The
multi-objective optimization problem formulated is solved
algebraically to obtain an optimal power updating strategy.
With this strategy, the CA-DSM algorithm allocates power
to every user on all the tones. Since crosstalk mitigation is
embedded within this DSM scheme, a good tradeoff between
energy efficiency (power consumption) and spectral effi-
ciency (data rate achievement) can be achieved under any
network conditions.

2 System model for DMT-based multiuser DSL
networks

Consider an M-user DSL network with the customer
premises equipment (CPEs) distributed at different loca-
tions from the DSL access multiplexer (DSLAM). The CPEs
receive downstream data via a bundle of twisted-pair cables
emanating from the DSLAM with one twisted pair connect-
ing one of the DSLAM transmitters to one CPE. The system
is assumed to adopt the frequency-division duplexing (FDD)
mode where different frequency bands are used for upstream
and downstream [25], thereby resulting in negligible near-
end crosstalk (NEXT) [3].

DMT is employed in which the DSL spectrum is parti-
tioned into N tones with each tone having a bandwidth of
BT ≺ Bs while Bs is the total system bandwidth [2]. The
channel gain of the twisted copper pair belonging to the i th
CPEon the nth tone is denoted as Hn

i ( f, Li ), which is depen-
dent on the loop length Li [25]. Different CPEs experience

diverse far-end crosstalk (FEXT) effects due to different cou-
pling loop lengths among the twisted pairs from the DSLAM
transmitters. Each CPE in this systemmay experience FEXT
fromup toM−1 disturbers. The total FEXT received by each
CPE depends on the individual FEXT coupling functions and
transmit PSDs of the disturbers. Moreover, the i th CPE also
experiences background noise on the nth tone with a PSD
denoted by ηni . Compared to FEXT, the background noise is
usually negligible.

In general, when Li ≤ L j , the FEXT transfer function of
the i th pair due to the j th disturber on the nth tone can be
modeled as [25]

Hn,FEXT
i j ( f, Li ) = kXF

(
f

1MHz

)√
Li

1km

∣∣Hn
i ( f, Li )

∣∣ (1)

where kXF is a FEXT constant. On the other hand, when
Li > L j , the FEXT transfer function of the i th pair due to
the j th disturber on the nth tone is given by [25]

Hn,FEXT
i j ( f, Li ) = kXF

(
f

1MHz

) √
L j

1km

∣∣Hn
i

(
f, L j

)∣∣
∣∣Hn

i

(
f, Li − L j

)∣∣ (2)

The FEXT transfer functions in (1) and (2) describe the
ETSI standard “1% worst case” deterministic FEXT cou-
pling for a single disturber [26]. In essence, a deterministic
FEXTmodel produces identical FEXT coupling for all pairs.
The 1% worst case assumption is acceptable for designing
the PSDmasks to limit the impact of FEXT into neighboring
DSL services. Nevertheless, if all the copper pairs deployed
worldwide were deemed to experience the “1% worst case”
FEXT coupling strength, this would negatively bias any per-
formance gains inherent to technologies aimed at avoiding
and/or mitigating FEXT dominant crosstalk. Furthermore,
the actual FEXT coupling fluctuates with the frequency and
changes significantly per wire-pair combination. For the pur-
pose of fair and reliable performance evaluations, we adopt
the extended ETSI stochastic FEXT model proposed in [27]
which is given by

Hn,ExFEXT
i j ( f, Li ) =

∣∣∣Hn,FEXT
i ( f, Li )

∣∣∣ · e jϕ( f ) ·10−0.05X ( f )

(3)

where ϕ ( f ) is a random variable modeling the channel
phase dispersion which is uniformly distributed in the inter-
val [0, 2π ] radians. Besides, X ( f ) is a Gaussian random
variable expressed in dB with an average μdB ( f ) and a
standard deviation σdB ( f ) that models the FEXT coupling
channel dispersion. Apparently, the FEXT coupling effect is
dependent on X ( f ) in which the smaller the value of X ( f ),
the larger is the FEXT coupling. The term 10−0.05X ( f ) can
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Fig. 1 FEXT PSD simulated using the ETSI deterministic FEXT
model and the extended ETSI stochastic FEXTmodel over a loop length
of 200 m with 10 FEXT disturbers

be viewed as a modulus (magnitude) dispersion factor with
respect to the standard “1% worst case” FEXT coupling, in
linear scale. On the other hand, X ( f ) is the modulus dis-
persion factor with respect to the standard “1% worst case”
FEXT coupling, in dB scale [25]. To utilize the extended
ETSI stochastic FEXT model, it is essential to ensure that
the 1% worst case value of the modulus dispersion fac-
tor is equal to “one” in the linear scale, or that the 1%
worst case value of the modulus dispersion factor is equal
to “zero dB”. Forcing the 1% threshold value of a Gaus-
sian variable to 0 dB leads to the unique relationship of
μdB = 2.33 × σdB [25].

A comparison of FEXT simulated using the ETSI 1%
worst case deterministic FEXTmodel and the extended ETSI
stochastic FEXTmodel with a dispersion of σdB ( f ) = 5 dB
over a 0.5 mm wire pair of length 200 m is shown in Fig. 1,
where a flat transmit PSD of −58 dBm/Hz is assumed to
be used. If σdB ( f ) = 0 dB (no dispersion), the extended
ETSI stochastic FEXT model coincides with the ETSI 1%
worst case deterministic FEXT model. An increasing value
of σdB ( f ) reflects wider dispersion due to operating band-
widths and cable discrepancies.

Provided an adequately long cyclic prefix is used, the
channel gain and noise power on each frequency tone will be
flat. In this case, each tone can be modeled as an independent
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The trans-
mit power of the i th transmitter on the nth tone is defined
as pni and the signal-to-crosstalk-plus-noise ratio (SCNR) of
the i th CPE on the nth tone is then given by

γni = Gn
ii p

n
i∑M

j=1, j �=i p
n
j G

n
i j + ηni

(4)

where Gn
ii = ∣∣Hn

i

∣∣2 and Gn
i j =

∣∣∣Hn,ExFEXT
i j

∣∣∣2. The achiev-
able bit-rate of the i th CPE on the nth frequency tone can be
calculated as

bni = log2

⎛
⎝1 + Gn

ii p
n
i

�
(∑M

j=1, j �=i p
n
j G

n
i j + ηni

)
⎞
⎠ bits/symbol

(5)

where� is the overall SCNRgap fromShannon capacity for a
modulation scheme at the desired error rate;� is a function of
several factors, including the modulation method, allowable
probability of error, channel codinggain and the desired noise
margin [25]. Using (5), the achievable data rate for the i th
CPE can be computed as

ri = fs

N∑
n=1

bni bits/s (6)

where fs is the DMT symbol rate. From (6), the total system
data rate can be defined as

rT =
M∑
i=1

ri = fs

M∑
i=1

N∑
n=1

bni bits/s (7)

Equation (7) is normally used as the performance metric of
DSL spectral efficiency.

3 Crosstalk-aware dynamic spectrum management
(CA-DSM) scheme

The capacity of a multipair DSL system is generally limited
by FEXT. As shown in (4), one can reduce the amount of
FEXT received by a CPE by lowering the transmit power
of the disturbers, thereby yielding an improved SCNR and
bit rate. In general, disturbers may not be willing to reduce
their transmit power to avoid degrading their SCNRs [7].
Such selfish behavior generally leads to poor overall DSL
system efficiency. Therefore, all DSL transceivers should
compromise their individual SCNRs by jointly lowering their
transmit power for an overall FEXTmitigation.Nevertheless,
conventional SSM techniques adopted in current DSL net-
works do not possess this FEXTmitigation capability.Worse
still, these SSM schemes rigidly assign power to DSL trans-
mitters without considering their channel conditions (i.e.,
channel gains and FEXT coupling) on different tones, thus
leading to poor energy and spectral efficiency.

To date, various DSM schemes have been proposed to
overcome the limitations of SSM techniques. These DSM
schemes either belong to themargin-adaptive or rate-adaptive
category which emphasizes only on energy efficiency or
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spectral efficiency, respectively. To the best of our knowl-
edge, a DSM schemewhich jointly considers both power and
SCNR (or data rate) in the optimization objective does not
exist. The current work attempts to fill this gap by devising
such a DSM scheme. To achieve this goal, a cost func-
tion where both the power and SCNR can be prioritized
differently to accommodate different network objectives is
formulated. In view of the fact that the aggregate FEXT in the
network could dramatically affect both the power consump-
tion and SCNR achievement, an efficient CA-DSM scheme
is then proposed to perform multi-objective optimization to
alleviate the aggregate FEXT and to provide a good tradeoff
between power and SCNR.

Since FEXT mainly arises due to excessive power usage
and improper frequency planning, thus the key to improving
the spectral and energy efficiency of DSL networks is to uti-
lize network resources efficiently while minimizing FEXT.
In our formulation, the influence of FEXT is captured in
the cost function to prevent transmitters from introducing
too much FEXT to the network by using excessive transmit
power. More precisely, the FEXT-aware cost function for the
i th CPE on the nth tone is formulated as

Jni = αi
(
γni − γtari

)2 + βi e
	n
i (p

n
i −ptari ) pni (8)

where αi and βi are adjustable non-negative coefficients. In
(8), γtari and ptari are the target SCNR and target power
consumption on the i th transceiver, respectively. Besides,
	n

i in (8) is a variable which is proportional to the FEXT
induced by the i th transmitter to the DSL system. The term
e	n

i (p
n
i −ptari ) is introduced as a pricing function in terms of

	n
i such that transmitters which simultaneously contribute

excessive FEXT and consume high power need to pay an
exponential price. In this context, the price could be in the
form of a fictitious credit used by the DSL service provider
to govern spectrum management for the proposed CA-DSM
scheme. Therefore, the main disturbing transmitters will be
deterred from transmitting at high power to ensure that the
aggregate FEXT in the system can be kept within an accept-
able level.

Essentially, the proposed cost function should be non-
negative and convex to ensure existence of a non-negative
minimum solution. The second term on the right-hand side
(RHS) of (8) is always positive because power consump-
tion is always positive in any DSL application. However, the
SCNR error denoted as

(
γni − γtari

)
could be either positive

or negative. To ensure positivity and convexity of the cost
function, the SCNR error term on the RHS of (8) is squared
in this formulation. The resulting cost function in (8) cap-
tures the tradeoff between SCNR and power consumption.
The parameters αi and βi allow placement of different levels
of emphasis on the SCNR and power, respectively. Thus by
carefully adjusting the ratio αi/βi (e.g., according to the traf-
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Fig. 2 Convexity of the cost function in terms of power level to ensure
a globally minimal solution for different values of αi/βi

fic demands), different network objectives can be achieved.
For instance, if αi/βi > 1, more emphasis will be placed on
enhancing the SCNR while if αi/βi < 1, low power usage
becomes the main goal.

The objective of the current work is to propose a DSM
algorithmwhichminimizes the cost function in (8) by adjust-
ing the transmit power levels. To analyze the impact of αi/βi
on Jni , the relationship between the cost function and power
is plotted in Fig. 2 for different values of αi/βi . It is observed
that for a fixed value of αi/βi , Jni exhibits a convex behav-
ior and minimizing it will lead to a non-negative globally
minimum power solution. In addition, it is also observed
that different values of αi/βi result in different power solu-
tions. When αi/βi = 1, minimizing Jni results in a single
power solution at point ‘b’. When more emphasis is placed
on SCNR, i.e., αi/βi > 1, the power solution which mini-
mizes Jni is shifted to point ‘c’. Evidently, the power solution
at point ‘c’ is greater than that of at point ‘b’, implying
that the system is more inclined to consume more power
on the i th CPE to achieve a higher SCNR. On the other hand,
when αi/βi < 1, implying that more emphasis is on energy
efficiency, minimization of Jni can be achieved by a power
solution at point ‘a’ which is less than those at points ‘b’ and
‘c’. Since power is the main consideration now, the SCNR
might be sacrificed for a lower power consumption.

In the proposed CA-DSM scheme, the DSLAM has to
allocate power efficiently to all transmitters across all tones
with the objective of minimizing the aggregate cost function
subject to the individual maximal power constraint. In short,
the minimization problem can be expressed as

min
pni

M∑
i=1

N∑
n=1

(
αi

(
γni − γtari

)2 + βi e
	n
i (p

n
i −ptari ) pni

)
(9)
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subject to
N∑

n=1

pni ≤ pmax
i (10)

where pmax
i is the maximum allowable transmit power for

the i th transmitter. Since the cost function is convex in
nature, the minimization problem in (9) can be solved alge-
braically to obtain a set of power solutions denoted as
p∗
i = [

p1i , p
2
i , . . . , p

N
i

]
,∀i . Mathematically, the minimiza-

tion problem in (9) can be solved for individual transmitters
by taking the derivative of Jni with respect to pni , i.e.,

∂ Jni
∂pni

= 2αi
(
γni − γtari

) ∂γni

∂pi
+ βi e

	n
i (p

n
i −ptari )

+βi	
n
i e

	n
i (p

n
i −ptari ) pni (11)

By solving ∂ Jni /∂pni = 0 gives

γni = γtari − βi e	i(pni −ptari )
(
1 + 	n

i p
n
i

)
2αi

∂γni
∂pni

(12)

By substituting (4) into (12) yields

Gn
ii p

n
i∑M

j=1, j �=i p
n
j G

n
i j + σ n

i

= γtari − βi e
	i

(
pni −ptari

) (
1 + 	i p

n
i

)
2αi

∂γni
∂pni

(13)

where

Ci
(
pn−i

) =
M∑

j=1, j �=i

pnj G
n
i j + ηni (14)

For brevity, let Ci
(
pn−i

)
denote the total crosstalk-plus-noise

received by the i th CPE on the nth tone, which is depen-
dent on the power set denoted as pn−i . More precisely, pn−i
represents the power vector containing the power of all trans-
mitters on the nth tones except that of the i th transmitter.
Substituting (14) into (13) and rearranging (13) leads to the
following efficient power minimization strategy (also known
as the power update method)

pni (k + 1) = γtari

⎛
⎝Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn
ii

⎞
⎠− βi�(k)

2αi

⎛
⎝Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn
ii

⎞
⎠
2

(15)

where �(k) = e	i(pni (k)−ptari )
(
1 + 	n

i p
n
i (k)

)
. Obviously,

the power minimization strategy defined in (15) is an itera-
tive power update method which requires information from
the past. From (15), it is shown that the current power update
strategy for the i th transmitter at the (k + 1) th iteration

Fig. 3 Power regions for different FEXT levels and twovalues ofαi/βi

depends on its power level and the FEXT induced by other
disturbers at the kth iteration.

The power strategy in (15) is shown as a function of
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
in Fig. 3 to illustrate its relationship with the

FEXT noise, where it is noticed that the impact of the power
strategy on theFEXT level can be partitioned into two regions
with a boundary determined by the latter. Taking the deriva-
tive of pni with respect to Ci and equate it to zero, we have

∂pni
∂Ci = γtari

Gn
ii

− βi�

αi

(
Ci

(
pn−i

)
(
Gn

ii

)2
)

= 0 (16)

Solving (16) gives the FEXT solution

Ci
(
pn−i

) = αiγ
tar
i Gn

ii

βi�
(17)

Equation (17) defines the boundary that divides the two
regions shown in Fig. 3. To obtain the maximum bound for
a given FEXT level, (15) is equated to zero to yield

γtari

(
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn

ii

)
− βi�(k)

2αi

(
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn

ii

)2

= 0 (18)

Solving (18) produces the maximum bound of the FEXT as

Ci
(
pn−i

) = 2αiγ
tar
i Gn

ii

βi�
(19)

The bounds defined in (17) and (19) can be used to analyze
the feasibility region of the proposed power minimization
strategy.

In Fig. 3, region A denotes the region for which 0 <

Ci
(
pn−i

)
< αiγ

tar
i Gn

ii/βi�, where the FEXT level increases
with respect to power. This scenario is justifiable because
when a transmitter deploys more power, others will fol-
low suit so that the SCNR would not be jeopardized,
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leading to a higher aggregate FEXT level in the net-
work. Conversely, region B denotes the region for which
αiγ

tar
i Gn

ii/βi� < Ci
(
pn−i

)
< 2αiγ

tar
i Gn

ii/βi�, where the
FEXT level decreases with power, signifying the infeasible
region of the power minimization strategy. Therefore, region
B will be ignored and it will also be proven in a latter section
that the maximum allowable FEXT level received by a CPE
is always less than αiγ

tar
i Gn

ii/βi�. Besides, it is also mani-
fested in Fig. 3 that when the ratioαi/βi increases from 1.5 to
2.0, regionA is expanded, implying that the system can toler-
ate a higher FEXT level. In other words, an increase in αi/βi
means that the system prioritizes SCNR over power, hence
the system is allowed to transmit more power to achieve the
target SCNR.

4 Convergence analysis of the CA-DSM algorithm

The power update method derived in (15) is an iterative
strategy which is tasked to solve the minimization problem
defined in (9). If the strategy in (15) is performed iteratively
for all transmitters, convergence of the CA-DSM algorithm
to a fixed point must always be guaranteed so that the ulti-
mate power allocation is optimal and efficient. Furthermore,
divergence of the algorithm will lead to a never-ending
power update process because the results from an infeasi-
ble cost function will encourage the system to incessantly
allocate impractical amount of power to the transmitters.
Before studying the convergence behavior of the CA-DSM
algorithm, the existence of a unique solution must first be
established. In this section, the existence of a solution for the
CA-DSM algebraic equation needs to be established under
the same condition that guarantees the existence of solution
for the power updating equation in (15). According to the
Implicit Function Theorem [28], the established solution is
the optimal point to which the CA-DSM algorithm tends to
converge because the convergence to this optimal point min-
imizes the cost function in (9).

By substituting (14) into (15), the algebraic equation of
the system considered is given by

Fi = −pni + γtari

Gn
ii

⎛
⎝ M∑

j=1, j �=i

pnj G
n
i j + ηni

⎞
⎠

− βi�(k)

2αi
(
Gn

ii

)2
⎛
⎝ M∑

j=1, j �=i

pnj G
n
i j + ηni

⎞
⎠

2

(20)

If F1, F2, . . . , FM are differential functions, a Jacobian
matrix can be defined as

JF
(
pn1 , p

n
2 , . . . , p

n
M

) =

⎛
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(21)

=
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(22)

where the main diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix in
(22) are represented by ν which can be expressed as

ν = −1 − βi

αi
	n

i e
	n
i (p

n
i −ptari )

(
1 + 	n

i p
n
i

2

)

(∑M
j=1, j �=i p

n
j G

n
i j + ηni

Gn
ii

)2

(23)

Besides, κi in (22) is given by

κi = βi e	n
i (p

n
i −ptari )

(
1 + 	n

i p
n
i

)
αi

(24)

According to the Implicit Function Theorem, the Jacobian
matrix must be non-singular at the point of existence [28].
Apparently, it is shown in (23) that the main diagonal ele-
ments of (22) are always negative. The non-singularity of the
Jacobian matrix (22) can be preserved if the off-diagonal ele-
ments of (22) are relatively small. In (22), these termsmainly
depend on Gn

ii and G
n
i j . If G

n
i j are large enough to cause sin-

gularity in (22), the j th transmitter is turned off by deleting
the j th diagonal element of the Jacobian matrix. In other
words, the DSL system employing the CA-DSM algorithm
punishes transmitters that induce excessiveFEXTnoise to the
DSL network by “switching off” their transmission. Physi-
cally, these transmitters will not receive data on the affected
tones to limit the aggregate FEXT to an acceptable level. This
ensures that the off-diagonal terms of (22) are always small
enough, and thus a unique solution for the derived algebraic
equation always exists in the proposed CA-DSM algorithm.

In the above proof, it is shown that a unique solution for
the proposed CA-DSM algorithm always exists. However,
a power update method is required to lead the algorithm to
converge to this solution. To prove that the proposed power
updating method in (15) always ensures convergence of the
CA-DSM algorithm, the method in [29] can be adopted.
According to [29], an algorithm p (k + 1) = f (p (k))
always converges to a unique fixed point if the function f sat-
isfies the following properties: (1) Positivity, i.e., f (p) > 0;
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Fig. 4 Illustration of power regions under different FEXT levels

(2) Monotonicity, i.e., p′ > p ⇒ f
(
p′) > f (p); and

(3) Scalability, i.e., ε f (p) > f (εp) ,∀ε > 1. If the pow-
ers of all transmitters are updated using the power strategy
derived in (15), convergence of the CA-DSM algorithm will
ensure that each transmitter is allocated a fixed amount of
power at the end of the updating process. Upon convergence,
pni (k) = pni (k + 1) and (15) is said to have been reduced to
a transcendental equation given by

Ci
(
pn−i

)
γtari − Gn

ii p
n
i

Ci
(
pn−i

) (
1 + 	n

i p
n
i

) = βiCi
(
pn−i

)
2αi Gn

ii
e	n

i (p
n
i −ptari ) (25)

The left-hand side (LHS) of (25) can be represented as

ψLHS (ζ ) = Ci
(
pn−i

)
γtari − Gn

iiζ

Ci
(
pn−i

) (
1 + 	n

i ζ
) (26)

whereas the RHS of (25) can be written as

ψRHS (ζ ) = βiCi
(
pn−i

)
2αi Gn

ii
e	n

i (ζ−ptari ) (27)

The solution to (25) is ζ (used to represent pni ) which satisfies
ψLHS (ζ ) = ψRHS (ζ ). This solution is illustrated by plotting
the curves of ψLHS (ζ ) and ψRHS (ζ ) against ζ in Fig. 4. In
this figure, the intersection between ψLHS (ζ ) and ψRHS (ζ )

is at point ‘a’, which satisfies ψLHS (ζ ) = ψRHS (ζ ). This
graphical method is important for the following proof of con-
vergence for the proposed CA-DSM algorithm.

Firstly, to ensure the positivity property of the function f
given as f

(
pni (k)

) = pni (k + 1), the following condition
must be fulfilled.

pni (k + 1) = γtari

(
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn

ii

)
− bi� (k)

2ai

(
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn

ii

)2

> 0

(28)

Rearranging (28) yields

Ci
(
pn−i

)
<

2αiγ
tar
i Gn

ii

βi�
(29)

Referring to Fig. 3, it is noticed that condition (29) always
ensures positivity of the power strategy as denoted by regions
A and B. Although region B is an infeasible region, the
resulting power is still positive. If Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
keeps increas-

ing until condition (29) is violated, the power allocated to
transmitters based on (15) may become negative, which is
infeasible in DSL systems. This scenario is illustrated in
Fig. 4 where the power is always in the positive region when
condition (29) is fulfilled. Nonetheless, an increase in FEXT
beyond the limit of (29) shifts up the curve of ψRHS (ζ ),
causing the solution denoted as ‘b’ to fall into the infeasible
negative region. Hence, it is important to ensure a tolerable
FEXT level in the system so that feasible power allocation
can be performed to all transmitters.

Other than the condition stated in (29) in which the power
must be non-negative, another condition is required to ensure
that the power used by each transmitter is always less than
pmax
i as constrained by DSL standards, i.e.,

pni (k + 1) = γtari

(
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn

ii

)

− βi�(k)

2αi

(
Ci

(
pn−i (k)

)
Gn

ii

)2

≤ pmax
i (30)

Solving the inequality in (30) yields

Ci
(
pn−i (k)

) ≥ αi Gn
ii

βi�

⎛
⎝γtari +

√(
γtari

)2 − 2βi�pmax
i

αi

⎞
⎠
(31)

Ci
(
pn−i (k)

) ≤ αi Gn
ii

βi�

⎛
⎝γtari −

√(
γtari

)2 − 2βi�pmax
i

αi

⎞
⎠
(32)

The regions defined by the boundaries in (31) and (32) are
illustrated in Fig. 5, where the FEXT curve (solid line) is
bounded by a power constraint between pmin

i = 0 and pmax
i .

It is observed that the FEXT conditions defined in (31) and
(32) must be strictly fulfilled to lead the power strategy into
feasible power regions bounded by 0 ≤ pni ≤ pmax

i , as indi-
cated by regionsA andC.However, as described above, since
region C exhibits a decreasing FEXT level with increasing
power, it is thus an infeasible region. Hence, only region
A should be considered in this context while region C is
omitted. Additionally, the infeasible region B in Fig. 5 is
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Fig. 5 Feasible and infeasible power regions for different FEXT levels

caused by abnormal FEXT levels, thus crossing the infeasi-
ble FEXTbounds. If the FEXT level in aDSL system exceeds
the infeasible bound, impractical levels of power exceeding
pmax
i will be allocated. Based on the illustrative example

shown in Fig. 5, the infeasible region will be ignored and
hence the maximum tolerable FEXT level can be simplified
to condition (32) only while condition (31) can be ignored.

Moreover, it is noteworthy that the infeasible region B in
Fig. 5 can be minimized by reducing the ratio αi/βi . The
infeasible region can be eliminated entirely if

√(
γtari

)2 − 2βi�pmax
i

αi
= 0 (33)

By solving (33) results in

αi

βi
= 2�pmax

i(
γtari

)2 (34)

If condition (34) is adopted in any power updating process,
the solid line in Fig. 5 will be compressed because diminish-
ing αi/βi reduces the maximum allowable transmitter power
level to constrain the FEXT noise at the CPE. Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 5, pmax

i exactly coincides with the inflection
point of the dotted line. As a result, the infeasible region is
totally eliminated under this circumstance.

However, by omitting the infeasible region in the range of
Ci

(
pn−i

)
> αiγ

tar
i Gn

ii/βi�, the condition defined in (29) will
no longer be strict enough and needs to be revised. Referring
to Figs. 3 and 5, a stricter condition for the FEXT level is
given by

Ci
(
pn−i

)
<

αiγ
tar
i Gn

ii

βi�
(35)

ζ

ψ

a
b

c

( )( ) ( )( )1
LHS LHSi if p Fψ = ψ

( )( ) ( )( )1
RHS RHSi if p Fψ = ψ

( )( )'
RHS if pψ

( )( )'
LHS if pψ

( )( )2
LHS iFψ

( )( )2
RHS iFψ

Fig. 6 Illustration of power solutions to prove the monotonicity and
scalability properties of the proposed power updating function

Any FEXT level violating the condition defined in (35) will
lead to an impractical power solution and a FEXTmitigation
strategy is required, which will be discussed later.

After showing the positivity property of the proposed
updating function and the conditions to ensure feasible power
bounds, a proof for the monotonicity property of the updat-
ing function in the CA-DSMalgorithmwill be provided next.
Replacing pni in (25) with f

(
pni

)
yields

Ci
(
pn−i

)
γtari − Gn

ii f
(
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)
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(
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) (
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(36)

The value f
(
pni

)
which satisfies (36) can be found from

Fig. 6, i.e., the intersection of ψLHS
(
f
(
pni

))
and

ψRHS
(
f
(
pni

))
at point ‘a’ is a valid solution for (36). In

fact, an increase from pni to
(
pni

)′ results in the following
scenario

(
pni

)′
> pni ⇒ (

pn−i

)′
> pn−i ⇒ Ci

((
pn−i

)′)
> Ci

(
pn−i

)
(37)

Note that 0 < Ci
(
pn−i

)
< 1, an increase from pni to(

pni
)′

> pni shifts up both the curves ψLHS

(
f
((

pni
)′))

and ψRHS

(
f
((

pni
)′))

with respect to ψLHS
(
f
(
pni

))
and

ψRHS
(
f
(
pni

))
, respectively (cf. Fig. 6). Thus, f

((
pni

)′)

which satisfies ψLHS

(
f
((

pni
)′))

= ψRHS

(
f
((

pni
)′))

is

the intersection point ‘b’. Obviously, it is shown in Fig. 6 that
point ‘b’ is located at the RHS of point ‘a’, indicating that

f
((

pni
)′)

> f
(
pni

)
. Using this illustrative proof, themono-
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tonicity property of the power updating function has been

verified given that
(
pni

)′
> pni ⇒ f

((
pni

)′)
> f

(
pni

)
.

With the aid of Fig. 6, the scalability property of the updat-
ing function, i.e., ε f (p) > f (εp) ,∀ε > 1, can be proven
by first showing the following inequalities

M∑
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n
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(38)

Substituting f
(
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)
into (25) produces
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where F (1)
i = f
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)
. Similarly, substituting ε f
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)
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(25) yields
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where F (2)
i = ε f (pi ). Assuming that ψLHS

(
f
(
pni

))
and

ψRHS
(
f
(
pni

))
share the same curves withψLHS

(
F (1)
i

)
and

ψRHS

(
F (1)
i

)
, respectively as shown in Fig. 6, the solution

F (1)
i which satisfies ψLHS

(
F (1)
i

)
= ψRHS

(
F (1)
i

)
is at the

intersection point ‘a’. Comparing (39) and (40), the curves

of ψLHS

(
F (2)
i

)
and ψRHS

(
F (2)
i

)
are shifted up because

εCi
(
pn−i

)
> Ci

(
εpn−i

)
. Hence, the solution that satisfies

ψLHS

(
F (2)
i

)
= ψRHS

(
F (2)
i

)
is at the intersection point

‘c’ which is located at the RHS of point ‘a’, indicating
F (2)
i > F (1)

i ⇒ ε f (pi ) > f (εpi ). This proves that the
scalability property of the power updating function is always
guaranteed in this algorithm.

As demonstrated above, the proposed power updating
strategy always leads the CA-DSM algorithm to a set of
unique power solutions for all transmitters provided the con-
ditions defined above are strictly adhered to. For instance, if
the FEXT level increases such that the condition specified in
(35) is violated, the CA-DSM algorithm may not converge,
resulting in impractical power allocation.As a result, the ratio
αi/βi needs to be adjusted so that a lower target SCNR can
be achieved with less transmission power to bring down the
aggregate FEXT to an acceptable level. Besides, if the SCNR
is given the highest priority and cannot be compromized,

transmitters that introduce excessive FEXT to the system on
the affected tones can be turned off.

5 The proposed CA-DSM algorithm

Figure 7 shows the proposed CA-DSM algorithm, which
can lead to a set of optimal power solutions for all DSL
transmitters. Since it is preferable to allocate powers to the
low-frequency bands due to higher channel gains, the CA-
DSM algorithm can be executed sequentially on each tone
starting from low- to high-frequency bands for all transmit-
ters to shorten convergence time. It is observed in Fig. 7 that
the proposed CA-DSM algorithm is tasked to (1) acquire the
channel state information (CSI); (2) estimate the aggregate
FEXT in the system, and (3) iteratively update the power of
all transmitters. For example, the standard-compliant DSL
channel estimator described in [30] can be used to obtain

Yes

CPE i

Select the values of target 
SCNR and transmit power

Estimate channel and 
construct CSI matrix

Compute the ratio of 
coefficients and perform 
initial power allocation

Compute the FEXT noise 
on tone n based on (14)

Is condition (35) 
fulfilled?

Allocate power to tone n
based on (15)

Allocate zero power to tone n

Is convergence 
reached?

Let other CPEs to perform 
CA-DSM algorithm on tone n

No

Transmit data using 
allocated power on tone n

End

No

Yes

Fig. 7 Flowchart of the CA-DSM algorithm for the nth tone of an
M-user DSL system
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the square-magnitude of the FEXT channels, thus forming
the diagonal elements [G]i j = Gn

i j . The channel estimator
requires no modifications on the existing CPEs and only uses
the measurement data acquired via existing DSL protocols.
Using the estimated CSI matrix G, the FEXT generated and
received by each CPE can be estimated accordingly. If the
estimated FEXT received by the i th CPE on the nth tone
violates the condition given in (35), transmission to the i th
CPE on the nth tone will be temporarily turned off by setting
pni = 0; this reduces the aggregate FEXT in the system.

After reducing FEXTvia transmitter turn offs, some trans-
mitters may have the opportunity to regain power because
less FEXT is received. If the FEXT levels are within the
acceptable range, the power of all the transmitters will be
updated using (15). After the power update is done, FEXT
estimation is performed again to assess the FEXT level before
further power updates. This process will be iteratively exe-
cuted until convergence is achieved. Hence, a convergence
test will be performed after every iteration by computing
ϑn
i = pni (k + 1)− pni (k) untilϑn

i < ϑ , a condition in which
convergence is deemed to have been achieved. As proven
above, the power updating equation is convergent and there-
fore it is observed thatϑn

i is a decreasing function of iteration.
In this work, ϑ is defined as 0.5% of the steady-state values
of all transmitters’ power solutions. In other words, when the
power levels of all the transmitters in the DSL system fluctu-
ate within 0.5% of their steady-state values, the algorithm is
deemed to have achieved convergence. In this simulation, the
selection of 0.5% is to ensure that the CA-DSM algorithm
can reach its near-optimal state. If ϑ is set larger than 0.5%,
the performance of the algorithm will also be compromized
though the convergence time will be shortened. Once con-
vergence is attained, the DSLAM obtains an optimal power
solution set denoted as p∗

i which is then used to transmit data
to the i th CPE on all tones.

Figure 7 shows that every iteration of the CA-DSM algo-
rithm requires K evaluations of functions (14) and (15) for
FEXT and power computation on the nth tone, respectively.
Therefore, the computational complexity of the CA-DSM
algorithm for one iteration is O (K N ) where O is the
Bachmann–Landau big O notation. Since the complexity
scales linearly with the number of CPEs and tones, the CA-
DSM algorithm is a low-complexity DSM scheme, which
facilitates practical implementation even in DSL systems
with large number of CPEs and tones.

6 Simulation Results

Without loss of generality, we assess the performance of the
proposed CA-DSM algorithm in a VDSL2 network based on
profile 17a [31] with loop lengths up to 1 km; other relevant
parameters are summarized in Table 1 [32]. The initial power

Table 1 Simulation parameters of VDSL2 (17a)

Parameter VDSL2 (17a)

Standard ITU-T G.993.2 profile 17a

Bandwidth 17.664 MHz

Line coding DMT

Number of tones 4096

Tone spacing 4.3125 kHz

Number of bits/sub-carrier Min=0, max=15

Symbol rate 4000 symbols/s

Noise margin 6 dB

Coding gain 3 dB

Shannon gap 9.75 dB

Overall SCNR gap � 9.75 + 6 − 3 = 12.75 dB

Symbol error probability <10−7

FEXT model Extended ETSI stochastic model

PSD Level of background noise −140 dBm/Hz

Wire diameter 0.5 mm

level of every transmitter is selected randomly within the
power condition denoted in (10). The target SCNR and target
power are set at γtari = 18 dB (to ensure good signal with
no sync problem) and ptari = −5 dBm (to ensure low power
consumption) for all i , respectively. Besides, 	n

i is adjusted
linearly with respect to the FEXT level induced by the i th
transmitter on the nth tone.

First, the CA-DSM algorithm is simulated in a 4-user
VDSL2 network. The ATP convergence curves of the four
transmitters are illustrated in Fig. 8 for different values of
αi/βi . In Fig. 8a–d where αi/βi = 0.1 is adopted, it is
observed that all the ATP levels fluctuate within the threshold
ϑ and the CA-DSM algorithm converges to a set of opti-
mal power solutions at the 8th iteration. Noticeably, the ATP
levels of the four transmitters are considerably low and are
<0.6 mW, implying that the pre-determined ratio of αi/βi =
0.1 attempts to minimize power consumption by reducing
the gap between the target power and the actual power usage.
Moreover, Fig. 8e–h show the results for αi/βi = 1, where
the CA-DSM algorithm converges slower at the 18th iter-
ation. In this scenario, the ratio αi/βi = 1 enforces the
DSL system to achieve certain degree of γtari while ensuring
acceptable power usage. As a result, higher initial powers
are allocated to all transmitters, leading to larger fluctua-
tions which require a longer settling time. Furthermore, the
converged ATP solutions are shown to be higher (at slightly
<5 mW) compared to those of with αi/βi = 0.1, as for now,
both energy efficiency and bandwidth efficiency are equally
important. When αi/βi is further increased to 2 to put more
emphasis on bandwidth efficiency, it is observed in Fig. 8i–l
that all transmitters are allocated highATP (of approximately
7.5 mW) after convergence of the CA-DSM algorithm. This
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Fig. 8 ATP convergence curves
of 4 transmitters in a DSL
system with different values of
αi/βi
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is to ensure that the target SCNR is always achieved regard-
less of the energy efficiency.

Next, the impact of channel conditions (i.e., channel gains
and FEXT level) on the CA-DSM scheme is investigated in
Fig. 9 for different values of αi/βi . In the simulation, a 2-user
DSL system is considered, where the loop length of transmit-
ter 1 is fixed at 100 m whereas the loop length of transmitter
2 is varied from 500 to 900 m. The loop length variations
explicitly change the channel conditions of transmitter 2 and
the resulting impacts on the CA-DSM scheme are observed.
In Fig. 9a–c, the use of αi/βi = 0.1 in the CA-DSM algo-
rithm restricts the power consumption of transmitter 2 and
this phenomenon can be observed where plenty of tones are
being “switched off” (allocated zero power). When the loop
length of transmitter 2 is fixed at 500 m, we notice that
its power allocation is merely concentrated on tones at the
high-frequency band. In this scenario, transmitter 1 which
dominates tones in the low- and medium-frequency bands
generates strong FEXT to CPE 2. As a result, the CA-DSM
scheme enables efficient power allocation to mitigate FEXT
by turning off tones that hardly improve CPE 2’s data rate.

While the loop length of transmitter 2 gradually increases,
it is interesting to observe that the power allocation has
shifted from the high-frequency band to the medium- and
parts of low-frequency bands. Evidently, the loop length
increase aggravates the channel conditions of transmitter
2 and the low value of αi/βi prevents transmitter 2 from
increasing power in the high-frequency band. One way to
maintain CPE 2’s data rate is to shift transmitter 2’s power to
the tones with better channel conditions, which are normally
located in the low- and medium-frequency bands. When
αi/βi is increased, it is observed in Fig. 9d–i that more tones

are “activated” because the system is allowed to utilize more
power, thus some tones with fair channel conditions are also
allocated some power to improve the date rate of CPE 2.
Besides, it is illustrated again in Fig. 9d–i that loop length
can affect power allocation over different tones in different
frequency bands.

Figure 10 highlights the importance of appropriate selec-
tion of αi/βi on energy efficiency and spectral efficiency
for different network sizes. Apparently, a decreasing value
of αi/βi drives the DSL system towards achieving higher
energy efficiency. Therefore, it is observed in Fig. 10a that
the totalATP (summationof all transmitters’ATP)of theDSL
system rises sharply with the ratio αi/βi . Furthermore, the
total downstream data rate also records a growing trend with
the ratio αi/βi , as illustrated in Fig. 10b. This phenomenon
has been previously explained where a higher value of αi/βi
leads to higher data rate achievement albeit with more power
consumption. Besides, it is also noticed in Fig. 10 that a
higher ATP is required for each user in a larger network in
order to achieve similar per-user data rates compared to a
smaller network because more power is needed to mitigate
the stronger FEXT encountered in larger networks. From
Fig. 10, it can be concluded that an appropriate choice of
αi/βi can result in good tradeoffs between data rate achieve-
ment and power consumption for different network sizes.

In Fig. 11, the tradeoff between the average ATP and aver-
age SCNR for 10 users is investigated under different FEXT
levels. The severity of FEXT in the system is controlled
by randomly simulating the loop lengths of the 10 twisted
pairs up to Lmax. In the simulation, the smaller the value
of Lmax, the stronger is the FEXT received by the system.
When Lmax = 1000 m, the FEXT level is relatively low and
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all transceivers jointly achieve γtari = 18 dB with each con-
suming an ATP of 10 mW as shown in Fig. 11. It is noticed
that the DSL system can achieve significant power savings
at a slightly degraded SCNR. For instance, a selection of
αi/βi = 1 can reduce the average ATP by 50% at the cost
of only 2.8% drop in the average SCNR. Furthermore, if the
CPEs can accept a much lower average SCNR, more signif-
icant power savings can be made. By having αi/βi = 0.2,
the average SCNR achieved is merely 11% below γtari but
an 88% power consumption reduction is recorded.

When Lmax = 750 m, jointly achieving γtari = 18 dB is
no longer feasible for the 10-user system due to the higher
FEXT level. Consequently, only an SCNR of 17.5 dB with
lower power consumption is attained. If the FEXT level is
further elevated, theATPandSCNRcurveswill exhibit a sud-
den drop for Lmax = 250 and Lmax = 500 m, as depicted
in Fig. 11. The occurrence of this anomaly is due to the
unsustainability of the DSL system. In other words, the 10
transceivers can no longer jointly achieve γtari = 18 dB
even if the system operates at maximum power. As a result,
many tones have to be switched off, yielding an abrupt drop
in power and SCNR. Under this circumstance, increasing
the value of αi/βi does not lead to SCNR enhancement,
but instead may result in further SCNR degradation due to
higher ATP and hence more dominant FEXT, thus depriv-
ing the system from using more tones for transmission. It is
worth-mentioning that the same observation is also made in
larger networks serving more users except that the ATP and
SCNR curves decay sharply at lower values of αi/βi . This
is because the DSL system becomes increasingly unsustain-
able in larger networks due to higher levels of FEXT, hence
the users in these networks can only achieve a lower target
SCNR.

Lastly, the CA-DSM, SSM and dual-decomposition
schemes are simulated and compared in terms of rate-power
tradeoff in the 10-userDSL system. In Fig. 12, the total down-
stream system data rate versus the total ATP is demonstrated.
It is noticed in Fig. 12 that the CA-DSM scheme achieves
the best rate-power tradeoff among the three schemes. For
a target total downstream data rate of 100 Mbps, the DSL
system using the CA-DSM scheme only consumes a total
ATP of 10 mW, unlike the systems adopting the SSM and
dual decomposition schemes which require 55 and 25 mW,
respectively. In addition, the CA-DSM scheme can achieve
the best total data rate of 160Mbpswith a totalATPconsump-
tion of 130 mW whereas the dual decomposition technique
consumes 160mW to achieve the best data rate of 155Mbps,
while the SSMscheme requires 200mWto attain a lower best
data rate of 148 Mbps. Conclusively, the CA-DSM scheme
outperforms the SSM and dual decomposition techniques
in terms of energy and spectral efficiency, particularly in a
FEXT-limited DSL environment.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of rate-power tradeoff among three schemes: CA-
DSM, SSM and DSM based on dual decomposition

7 Conclusion

Existing DSM techniques belonging either to the rate-
adaptive or margin-adaptive category may not be beneficial
in DSL systems with highly varying traffic. Therefore, the
DSM technique should be formulated as a multi-objective
optimization to achieve optimal rate-power tradeoff. In the
current work, based on a convex cost function, the adaptive
CA-DSM algorithm is proposed to jointly optimize power
and data rate. The optimization problem formulated is solved
using an efficient power updating strategy which can lead the
CA-DSMalgorithm to an optimal and unique power solution.
Besides, the conditions to ensure convergence of the CA-
DSMalgorithm have been establishedwith the importance of
the ratio αi/βi highlighted. It is shown via simulation that the
proposedCA-DSMalgorithm is convergent if the FEXT level
received is below a predefined threshold. If the ratio αi/βi
is chosen appropriately based on traffic demands, a remark-
able improvement in power-rate tradeoff can be obtained. In
addition, the CA-DSM algorithm is capable of significantly
reducing power consumption at the expense of a slight degra-
dation in data rate. In thiswork,wehave studied theCA-DSM
algorithm for non-vectoredDSLsystems, but its performance
in vectoredDSL is not investigated. The development of joint
level 2 and 3 DSM by extending the CA-DSM algorithm for
jointly obtaining the optimal precoding matrix and transmit
powers for downstream transmission would be a very inter-
esting problem for future research.
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